
Learn more about the LED Grow Light at www.lithonia.com

LED Grow Light
Indoor Gardening Year-Round

Residential & Commercial Indoor

Key Features:

 � Color-coded toggle switches for adjusting spectral output between 

combinations of light in the useful blue and red spectrums for promoting 

photosynthesis in plants

 � 4000K color temperature full spectrum white LEDs enhance the natural coloring 

of plants while providing task and general lighting

 � Adjustable chain set and 5’ plug-in power cord for suspension mounting

 � Mounting hardware and keyhole features for surface mounting

 � Knock-out feature for hardwire applications

 � Swiveling power ports with covers and linking connectors allow for up to  

10 fixtures to be linked in various side-to-side and end-to-end configurations

 � Damp location listed

 � Approx. Dimensions:  26-1/16” x 4-1/2” x 1-5/8”

The Lithonia Lighting® LED Grow Light is ideal for home or restaurant kitchen 

growers wanting to indoor garden all year-round. Multi-spectrum with 

switchable color options, this grow light provides for a variety of growing 

needs depending on plant species, season of growth, and user preference. 

Our product is also designed with the user's proximity in mind to help shield 

them from direct and unpleasant LED glare. Choose the versatile and  

highly configurable Lithonia Lighting LED Grow Light for your indoor 

gardening needs.
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LED Grow Light

Series Length CCT CRI Finish Accessories: Order as separate catalog number.

GRWL 24IN 40K 80 CRI SLV MNLK LINKABLE CORD WH             18" Extra linking  cord in White
SGLL 24IN LINKABLE CORD BL        24" Extra linking card in Black 
MNLK 5FTPOWERCORD WH             5" Replacement power cord in White

LED Grow Light
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Visit www.lithonia.com for more information.

Ordering Information EXAMPLE: GRWL 24IN 40K 80CRI SLV

The LED Grow Light  is switchable between single color or combinations of red, blue, and full (white) spectrums in the PAR range  
of 400 to 700 nanometers to promote photosynthesis in plants.
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Blue LEDs emit 440-455nm light  
useful for vegetative growth

Red LEDs emit 655-670nm light  
useful for seed germination,
root growth and flowering

The LED Grow Light is 
designed for modular linking 
configurations. The swiveling 
power ports and linking 
connectors allow for linking up to 
10 fixtures in various side-to-side 
and end-to-end configurations.

Single Fixture Dual Fixtures, Linked Side-to-Side

Dual Fixtures, Linked End-to-End

Quad Fixtures, Linked Side-to-Side and End-to-End

PATENT PENDING


